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The integration of audience metrics for
newspapers and their digital counterparts has
experienced a growing adoption in the past
several years. Advertising agencies worldwide
are beginning to recognise the newspapers’ and
their Web sites’ integrated audience
measurements as a combined reach figure.
Newspapers see the combined print and Web
readership statistics as the true reach into their
audience marketplace. Metrics companies are
creating print and Web fusion statistics, and
unduplicated reach measurements for their
publisher clients. Newspaper sales
representatives are selling their brands'
combined print and digital reach to agencies,
and individual advertisers and can demonstrate
how greater audience reach and multiplying
frequency can help advertisers achieve their
targets more quickly.

The World Association of Newspapers has
assembled a global task force of top metrics
thinkers to study this cross-media metrics
integration phenomenon as it evolves on the
world’s media stage. The ultimate goal of the
task force is to inspire newspapers,

advertising executives, newspaper
associations, metrics companies and auditing
firms to embrace the transition from single-
media metrics to integrated media metrics.
Integration not only shows the true reach of a
company’s brand in the media marketplace,
but also better reflects the complicated cross-
media patterns of usage that most of the
world’s media consumers have adopted.

Task force members have been eager to
participate in the task force, as the world’s
media and advertising businesses are
experiencing seismic changes. Although print
circulations are falling in most developed
markets, newspaper audiences are increasing
via the array of platforms that newspaper
companies use to distribute their content –
Web sites, blogs, niche publications, mobile
devices and more. But the additional
audiences generated by these platforms are
poorly reflected in the information used by
media planners and buyers.

The issue has become critical in the financial
downturn, where the competition for
advertising revenues is increasing.
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NADbank

By Anne Crasseweller

NADbank Inc. measures readership of printed
and online editions of daily newspapers in
urban markets to provide its members with an
understanding of “who” and “how many”
Canadians read daily newspapers in the
average week. Print readership is measured in
detail by week day, Saturday and Sunday;
online readership is asked on a weekly basis as
online audiences are currently too small to be
measured by day. 

NADbank Inc. (Newspaper Audience
Databank) is the principal research arm of the
Canadian daily newspaper industry. NADbank

conducts research in Canadian markets to
provide cost-effective and accurate in-depth
marketing information for its members to
assist in the buying and selling of newspaper
advertising in Canada.

NADbank Inc. is a tri-partite organisation
comprised of daily newspapers, advertising
agencies/media buying companies and
advertiser members. NADbank is governed by
a board of directors, a technical committee and
a membership services committee with board
and committee members representing all
aspects of the membership.

All decisions relating to the technical
specifications of the study are made by a
Technical Committee, comprised of members
from all constituents, daily newspapers,
advertisers and advertising agencies/media
buying companies. A core sub-committee was
struck in 2006 to specifically address the
issues beginning to compromise the current
telephone platform. This group, the Roadmap
Committee, has spent time reviewing the
current study to both assure itself that the
quality of the sample remains high and to

1. Newspaper Associations 
and Bodies
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“The story we’re trying to tell is that the
business model, which is changing at a time
when the economy is weak, is also a time
when the audience is very strong,” said one
member of the task force. 

This report is a compilation of essays from
many of the task force’s members, who have
addressed the importance of cross-media
metrics integration from their own
perspectives of publishing, research,
advertising and academia.

This report is part of the Task Force’s
mission “to explore, communicate and
promote the opportunities to measure and
report audiences of newspaper brands across
multiple platforms to industry stakeholders.”

The Media Metrics Integration Task Force
was born in February 2007 to study best
practices for metrics research companies,
applicability for newspapers and adoption of
cross-media metrics formulas by advertising
agencies. The MMITF is made up of the top
executives from global audience auditing
companies like the Audit Bureau of
Circulations and BPA Worldwide; newspaper
associations such as the Newspaper
Association of America, Newspaper Society
(UK), Austrian Newspaper Association and
the Brazilian Newspaper Association;
newspaper measurement companies such as
IPSOS, NADbank and Scarborough; Internet
measurement companies and guidelines
bodies such as Nielsen Online, comScore,
QuantCast and the Interactive Advertising
Bureau; auditing bodies such as the Media
Rating Council; private auditing companies
such as IMServices; and advertising
networks such as Publicitas.

The task force meets three times per year,
alternately in Europe and North America. At
each meeting, the group is updated by each
members’ efforts in cross-media metrics
integration, and three guest speakers,
typically from advertising agencies, update
members on the developments in the
agencies’ metrics needs, and the internal
structures and workflows that require media
metrics and statistics auditing. The minutes
and conclusions of the meetings, plus links to
Powerpoints and white papers, are available
on the task force’s Web site at
http://www.wan-press.org/MMITF.

The task force’s next meeting isApril 23rd and
24th in London. For more information on the
MMITF, visit the Web site, or contact Martha
Stone, chairwoman of MMITF, at
mstone@wan.asso.fr

MMITF Members are:

�Audit Bureau of Circulations
http://www.accessabc.com/
�ABC UK
http://www.abc.org.uk/

�Austrian Newspaper Association
www.voez.at/

�BPA Worldwide
www.bpaworldwide.com

�Brazilian Newspaper Association
http://www.anj.org.br/

�European Newspaper Publishers 
Association
http://www.enpa.be

�ComScore
http://www.comscore.com/

�Interactive Media Services Inc.
http://www.imservicesgroup.com/

�Interactive Advertising Bureau
http://www.iab.net/

�Media Rating Council
http://www.mediaratingcouncil.org/

�Newspaper Association of America
http://www.naa.org/

�NADBank
http://www.nadbank.com/

�Nielsen Online
www.nielsenonline.com

�Newspaper Society
http://www.newspapersoc.org.uk/

�QuantCast
www.quantcast.com

�Price WaterhouseCoopers
www.pwc.com

�Publigroupe
http://www.publigroupe.com/

�Scarborough Research
http://www.scarborough.com/

�World Association of Newspapers
http://www.wan-press.org/
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Readership metrics;

• Printed editions
– Read yesterday; average issue reach

Monday to Friday
– 5 day cume; read at least one issue,

Monday to Friday
– Read past Saturday; (also, number of past

four Saturdays)
– Read past Sunday; (also, number of past

four Sundays)
– 6/7 cume; read at least one issue in the past

week

• Online editions
– Read online past week
– Read “hub Web site” in the past week;

canoe.ca, Canada.com, cyberpresse.ca
– Access non-newspaper sites for news

• Total weekly readership; read at least one
edition, printed or online in the past week

NADbank has been measuring newspaper
audiences since 1986 and is able to track 16
markets since that time. For those markets
weekly readership has been tracked.
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explore options to expand and improve the
study platform to meet the needs of the
evolving newspaper medium.

The study has evolved since its 1986 launch.
As the newspaper industry has responded to
changes in the media landscape and consumer
demands, NADbank has also responded. The
methodology has been modified and expanded
to incorporate more newspapers, different
formats and different distribution channels,
including online.

NADbank is committed to measuring all
aspects of the daily newspaper medium in
order to assist members to understand and
build their businesses. It is becoming
increasingly difficult for all media
measurement organisations to keep pace with
the technological developments impacting the
media behaviour, the newspaper business in
particular and consumer behaviour.

The NADbank model depends on aided
awareness measures for an increasing number
of “products” in and exponentially increasing
number of media alternatives. It also depends
on the co-operation of individuals to engage in
a telephone and mail survey. In today’s fast
paced, multi-tasking, high tech society,
Canadians are less willing and able to provide
the information media measurement
organisations are seeking.

Much of NADbank’s energy is directed toward

finding simple, engaging methodologies that
will provide the accurate and detailed
information its members require, particularly
the need to understand online behaviour and
how reading online editions is linked to
reading printed editions of daily newspapers.

Developing techniques to accurately measure
online behaviour is complex due to the nature
of the medium, the technology, privacy issues
and consumers’ willingness to co-operate. It is
NADbank’s view that the industry must
explore all options and opportunities for
measurement. Until a definitive protocol is
agreed upon, many different methodologies
will be used to provide pieces of the puzzle. It
will be the examination of the different
processes and a deeper understanding of how
to meet both business and consumer needs that
will determine how to proceed in the future.
The patchwork approach is likely to be with
the industry for the foreseeable future;
working together will be the key to gaining
better understanding of best practices and will
enable the key stake-holders to move toward
the future in an efficient manner.

THE STUDY

NADbank measures audiences of 84 Canadian
daily newspapers in 54 markets. This
represents 97 percent of total weekly
circulation in Canada. Also measured are 57
community newspapers in 33 of the 54 markets.
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NADbank Readership Metrics
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Since 2001 NADbank has included questions
on weekly readership of online editions. The
newspaper medium is changing and the growth
of online products is an integral part of the
daily newspaper business. Including
measurement of this growing platform was a
natural addition to the NADbank Study. 

Readership of online editions varies by market
and newspaper. The highest readership is in
Ottawa-Gatineau and low in Montreal and
Québec as two of the largest papers in the
latter markets do not have online editions.

Individual newspaper readership data is
available. For Ottawa-Gatineau the Ottawa
Citizen has the highest online readership and the
lowest is for the free dailies, Metro and 24 hours.

Online readership adds to total weekly
readership, previously based solely on the print
editions. Online readership augments printed
readership but does not entirely mitigate the
losses seen over the past seven years.

As well as publishing specific online
newspaper editions, many newspaper
companies have hub Web sites that house their
individual newspapers; canada.com for
CanWest newspapers (English), canoe.ca for
Sun Media newspapers (French and English)
and cyberpresse.ca for the Gesca newspapers
(French). These are news Web sites that
augment the news published in the specific
newspaper editions. Measurement of these
sites was added to the survey in 2007 and is
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Readership of Online Edition
Reach of Adults 18+ in Ottawa-Gatineau 2007
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WHAT’S NEXT?

In 2009 NADbank will test two new
questionnaire options in parallel with the
current survey in order to better understand the
most effective flow for the readership
questions. Additionally, more detailed
questions will be considered to better evaluate
online readership and the relationship between
print and online readership.

While ComScore and a variety of analytics
research provide information, some more
detailed than what is available in NADbank,
there are limitations for all research. The
NADbank data is geographically specific and
provides demographic details not available
from the other sources. The goal of the
augmented NADbank data is to provide
information not available through alternative
approaches as well as providing combined
print and online readership estimates and
audience profiles. In a competitive media
environment a complete understanding of the
daily newspaper’s footprint is essential.

NADBANK METHODOLOGY

The research protocol is a modified random
digit dial (RDD) telephone methodology for
collecting newspaper readership data, other
media data and demographic information. In
19 markets a follow-up mail survey is used to
collect retail/lifestyle/product usage
information.

The NADbank Study is an annual study in
which data is collected from January to June
and from September to December. Readership
data is released in early March.

The telephone interview is with adults ages 18
and over. The interview is approximately 17
minutes in length, not including screening
questions. 

The following information was collected
during the telephone interview:

• Readership of daily newspapers, print and
online editions, local and non-resident
• Readership of community newspapers
• Time spent reading, listening and viewing
(daily newspapers, radio, TV, magazines)
• Frequency of reading daily newspapers
• Method of daily newspaper receipt 
• Content readership 
• Readership of TV magazine publications

• Visits to news Web sites (non-newspaper)
• Radio listening, TV viewing, Internet usage
and magazine reading habits
• Media reliance (readership-only markets)
• Public transit usage
• Demographic information about the
respondent and household

The study is conducted in markets where a
daily newspaper(s) funds the study. If only one
of a number of dailies is interested in
conducting the study, all daily newspapers in
that market are surveyed. Market definitions
are based on Statistics Canada CMAs or CAs;
submarkets and extended markets are often
added. In 2007, nine of the 19 “readership-
product” markets are measured over two years.
The smaller readership-only markets are
measured once every three years in 35
markets.
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available in selected markets; data for the
balance of the market will be available with
the release of the 2008 Study.

The inclusion of online readership allows
members to understand the changing dynamics
of newspaper readership. Readership is
available for printed and online editions and
for those who migrate between the two. The
duplication of the products can be understood
and promoted.

The profile of readers is quite different for
printed and online editions.

Looking at readership behaviour over time
provides members with an understanding of
how the medium is evolving. Weekly
readership can be dissected to look at the
evolution and interaction between print and
online products. All of these analyses can be
done for any demographic of interest.

In order to gain insight into how newspapers
are read, NADbank includes questions on the
time spent with print and online editions of
daily newspapers. Readers spend more than
double the time, per week, with printed
editions compared to online editions.
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distribution figures certified by ABC (Audit
Bureau of Circulations). Until 2008, only a
handful of local media Web sites were audited
by ABCe.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE:

The NS set up the Portfolio Audience Group, a
small group of regional press research,
circulation and readership experts who were
tasked by the Society’s members to explore
ways to achieve a system of audience
measurement and reporting which reflects the
wider portfolio of print and online, paid-for
and free platforms which now make up the
regional press. 

The NS and JICREG are keeping in touch with
other industry initiatives to develop standards
and methodologies for combining multimedia
audiences, including Touchpoints and JICIMS.
But it is not envisaged that any of these
initiatives could provide the level of precise
geographic detail required for a regional press
media planning currency.

We know that advertisers are increasingly
looking for multimedia solutions at a local
level and they have seen an exponential growth
in the number of options available for local
targeting. The Portfolio Audience Project aims
to provide the accountability that clients and
their agencies need to make advertising
decisions across the range of multimedia
platforms.

Matthew Merrett, associate director of
Regional Media at OMD, said at the time:
“Everyone now agrees that if you want to
target a certain locality you don't just use the
local paper any more, you consider the local
magazines, Web site, etc. As regional media
experts we can recognise a good local product
when we see one but it can be difficult to
convince clients without any hard data to back
it up. The news that the NS is working on a
multi-layered geographical audience coverage
system comes at a perfect time for the regional
industry. To be able to prove the combined
effect of using the different local media
together is exactly what we need and can only
be a good thing as far as local advertisers are
concerned.”

Working alongside JICREG and ABCe, the NS
embarked on the project in early 2007 to
extend the JICREG regional press readership

database to encompass, initially, regional press
internet audiences and provide agencies and
advertisers with a geographical system for
analysing the combined net reach of a
newspaper and its Web site within the
newspaper’s circulation area down to postcode
sector level. Future phases may involve adding
magazines or broadcast audiences. The project
is being funded solely by regional publishers
through the NS.

Audience data for regional press Web sites is
to be based on:

• audited web statistics (eg, ABCe)
• statistical analysis & modelling

This will allow for both profiling and reach
analysis of Web sites, both in isolation and in
conjunction with their parent newspaper.

The new currency is to be underpinned by
audited unique user statistics, which will tell
us how many. Research is needed to tell us
who, how often, whether they are newspaper
readers, and what else they do.

There have been six stages to the Portfolio
Audience Project:

1. Establish the universe (build structure of
Media Portfolio database)

2. Collate survey data
3. Analyse internet audiences
4. Analyse internet/newspaper relationship /

duplication
5. Integrate with JICREG to provide planning

tool.

First thing we had to do was establish the
universe – what exactly were we trying to
measure? When we started, we had an estimate
of the number of local media Web sites, but no
data on these. The structure of Media Portfolio
database was completed in early 2007
providing a new internet-based system within
the NS database, enabling publishers to update
their entries including print supplements,
broadcast and online.

The Media Portfolio database
http://www.newspapersoc.org.uk/Default.aspx
?page=850 was populated, tested by agencies,
and went live in September 2007, bringing the
project an important step closer to the launch
of an industry-wide multimedia audience
measurement system. 

The Media Portfolio database will drive the
new online audience currency, just as the NS

Portfolio Audience Project for UK
Regional Press – Print & Online

By Lynne Anderson, The Newspaper
Society

INTRODUCTION

Britain’s local media is a £4 billion multimedia
communications sector delivering local news
and information to more than 40 million
people a week across its print, online and
broadcast channels but with the familiar
newspaper brand at its heart:

• 1,300 core newspapers
• 1,200 Web sites
• 450 magazines
• 250 ultra local titles
• 45 radio stations
• 2 TV stations

British people are among the most avid
newspaper readers in the world, as 82 percent
of all British adults (40 million people) read a
regional newspaper, compared with 61.5
percent who read a national newspaper. In the
last decade readership of any regional paper
has increased by 1.6 percent.

But readers now obtain their local news,
information and entertainment online and well
as in print, on the move via mobile and in a
myriad of ways that fit their changing
lifestyles and reading habits. 

We have seen major investment in new product
development and innovative systems and a
massive increase in the number and variety of
platforms offered by regional and local
publishers in recent years. As well as 1,300 core
newspaper titles, the number of local media
Web sites has surged from just over 500 in 2004
to more than 1,200 in 2007, while the number
of stand-alone magazines, niche publications
and ultra-local titles has grown from 400 to 700,
and the number of regional press-owned radio
stations has more than doubled, from 20 to 45.

The growth in local media Web sites means
they now collectively represent one of the top
UK online properties, attracting an estimated
20 million unique users a month. The industry
is working hard to expand its cross-platform
audiences and many groups are reporting
traffic increases of more than 40 percent for
their sites. The growth in online is allowing
local media brands to reach new, younger and
more affluent audiences and offer ever greater
advertiser response. 

The Newspaper Society represents the
interests of Britain's regional and local
media. It was founded in 1836 and is
believed to be the oldest publishers'
association in the world. Its services are split
into three broad areas: lobbying, marketing
and communications. 

It runs the unique industry database offering
comprehensive data including circulation
breakdown and household penetration for all
the core regional and local newspaper titles in

the United Kingdom.
This database drives
the industry’s print
readership currency,
JICREG (Joint
Industry Committee
for Regional Press
Research). 

A number of
publishers conduct
audience research on
both their newspapers
and Web sites, but
there has not been, as
yet, a planning
currency which
covers both. Most
regional and local
newspapers have their
circulation and
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Audit Bureau
of Circulations

By Michael
Lavery

According to a recent study by eMarketer, U.S.
Internet ad spending topped US$20 billion for
the first time in 2007. In 2008, Internet ad
spending is projected to reach nearly $24
billion.

As online ad spending continues to increase, it
is no surprise that advertisers and advertising
agencies are beginning to more closely
monitor their interactive marketing
investments and demand more accountability
from their online publishers. The results of a
2007 ABC survey on online advertising
activity confirmed the growing demand from
marketers for accountability online. In fact, 84
percent of respondents in the ABC survey
agreed that verification of online advertising
activity by an independent third-party auditing
firm would become increasingly important
over the next three years.

To help our members meet the growing
demand for online accountability, ABC offers
a suite of interactive reporting options, each
tailored to meet the needs of the specific
publishing division. 

AUDIENCE-FAX (U.S. newspapers)

Audience-FAX is a U.S. daily newspaper
audience-reporting initiative that allows
newspapers to incorporate circulation, print and
online readership, net combined audience and
total Web site usage data on ABC media reports.

A joint collaboration between ABC,
Scarborough Research and the Newspaper
Association of America, Audience-FAX is the
latest step in a multilevel industry initiative to
answer advertisers’ needs for measurement data
that fully reflects newspapers’ full reach and
audience. The combination of readership and
online audience data reflects a more complete
picture of a newspaper’s total audience and
enables advertisers to truly gauge the impact of
a newspaper in the community it serves.

ABC independently verifies all of the data
reported in Audience-FAX to ensure the
highest levels of credibility, transparency and
comparability.

Additionally, this information is populated
throughout two industry databases. The
Audience-FAX Database, hosted by
Scarborough Research, includes data on
newspapers’ average circulation, average print
and online readership, total combined audience,
and total unique Web site users as well as a
variety of print demographic information for
both national and local newspapers.
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database drives the print readership currency.
The new database, which is still evolving,
currently boasts more than 3,200 media
opportunities including more than 1,000 Web
sites, is actively used by advertising
agencies, and is seen as a valuable resource
in its own right. It is searchable by publisher,
newspaper, media type and subject matter
and, via the NS and JICREG databases, by
area.

It means that, for the first time, advertisers and
agencies have been able to access detailed
information on the rapidly-growing portfolio
of media opportunities available from the
regional press. 

Paul McGarr, regional press director at
Zenith Optimedia said at the launch:
“Currently, there is not a single source
anywhere in the industry that can provide the
user with a full list of publisher opportunities,
covering print and online, and in such an
extensive way.

“With publishers uploading all their
opportunities, this database has the potential
to be as valuable to the regional planner buyer
as JICREG, and help provide a comprehensive
insight into what platforms and portfolio
extensions exist within any given regional area.

“As more and more of our clients look beyond
simply the core press product to reach their
target audience, this tool is exactly what’s
required for the current media landscape and
most likely to become the only real port of call
for such searchable information.”

We commissioned Telmar, a leading
international media planning software and
consultancy company, to develop the
methodology for integrating Internet audience
data with print readership data. This is planned
to be incorporated into the JICREG readership
database to provide combined audience
analysis. Dick Dodson, managing director of
Telmar Europe has led this work.

His first step was to collate the huge body of
readership research conducted by publishers. A
special automated system was built and data
from around 250 audience surveys was loaded.
This is being used to help us understand the
relationship between Web sites and their linked
newspapers.

The audience research surveys to be used in
the project provide national coverage of the

United Kingdom, with an estimated combined
sample size of more than 100,000 adults –
believed to be the largest research on Internet
usage available in the United Kingdom. The
Portfolio Audience Project was presented to
leading readership researchers at the
Worldwide Readership Symposium in Vienna
last year.

The project is also drawing from new Internet
audience research from Survey Interactive,
which has been conducted by Trinity Mirror,
Northcliffe and Johnston Press. Other groups
are looking at similar online research. The
research findings are currently being analysed
alongside the Web traffic statistics.

The new currency will be underpinned by
audited Web traffic data, in the same way that
the JICREG print readership currency is
underpinned by audited circulation data.
Audited Web traffic figures for 40-50 regional
press sites have been released since the
summer 2008. Six monthly auditing of Web
site traffic is under way for the July through
December period for six publishing groups
representing around 85 percent of the industry,
with data on their largest sites due to be
released alongside print circulation data at the
end of Feb. 2009.

JICREG reprogramming work has also started
and we are discussing with agencies and
publishers how the Web site audience data
should be incorporated onto the front end
system: the JIC-in-a box planning tool. 

We are aiming to have a system ready for
testing by early 2009, showing Internet
audiences alongside print readership figures
within the JICREG planning system.

Final models for the audience project relate to
reach and frequency planning and will
estimate duplication between newspaper and
Web site audiences. It is hoped that results will
be available to release in the first half of next
year.

The development of a robust and reliable
system of multimedia audience measurement
is one of the major challenges facing all media
today. If everything goes according to plan, the
UK regional press, working with agency and
media research experts, will have created an
Internet audience planning currency covering
at least 85 percent of the industry in just over
two years.
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Consumers Don´t Care 
About Media

by Wolfgang Chmelir

WHEN IT COMES TO COMMUNICATIONS
STRATEGIES, INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
ARE A MUST!

Consumers don´t care about different media
channels; for them, communications are
always integrated. They use media for
information or entertainment, or to simply
pass some time. What is relevant to them can
be answered simply by asking one question:
Which medium fits each situation best?
Newspapers are read in the morning to start
and structure the day. Mobile devices are
used during commutes in public
transportation and in waiting situations (and
also of course in boring meetings). Online is
used a lot during the day in offices, but also
in the evening when people are back in their
homes. Television is a lean-back medium
used for relaxation after a busy day, with a
shift to an on-the-move medium in the future
when mobile TV will become a mass
phenomenon in Europe and America, as it
has already become in Korea. Therefore, a
core principle of advertising strategy for
decades has been that “media mix” strategies
perform better then mono media strategies.

The reason for this is very simple. Mix
strategies not only build up audiences in a
more cost effective way by avoiding useless
accumulation of contacts, such as TV-only
strategies, for example, do in down-market
audiences in many countries. They also can
create a “1+1=3” multiplying effect by
enriching the message delivered to the
consumers with every new medium added to
the strategy and used by the consumer. 

Consumers are confronted with hundreds of
advertising messages and brands every day.
To get at least some attention, it is a must for
brands to get a “top-of-mind” position in the
heads of consumers. Therefore sustainable
marketing strategies focus on an integrated
approach toward brand communication.

Such strategies are based on the idea that
consumers don´t care about different
communications channels. If there is one
thing they care about, then it is brands.

Therefore every kind of brand
communication must be integrated. From
advertising to PR, from corporate design to
architecture  and from service to corporate
behaviour, every kind of communication has
to be integrated – the brand has to speak to
the consumer with one voice. By doing this,
brand communication can create a web
around the consumer facing him or her with
brand communications messages on every
possible channel. 

By following this approach, brands can
create a huge differentiation potential. 
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The Audience-FAX eTrends tool, hosted by
ABC, enables advertisers to perform period-
by-period trending analyses for top-line
circulation and audience information. With this
tool, media buyers can create customised
trending reports that detail circulation, average
print and online readership, total combined
audience and total unique Web site users. 

MULTIMEDIA PUBLISHER’S STATEMENTS
(consumer magazines and business
publications)

The Multimedia Publisher’s Statement is
available for both consumer magazines and
business publications and incorporates Web
site traffic data into Paragraph 1A of ABC
media reports. Participating titles can choose
one of two formats: one featuring top-line Web
site data such as unique users and page
impressions and the other detailing expanded
Web site traffic data, including unique users,
total visits, average visit duration and the most
popular sections of the Web site. All of the
Web site data is independently audited by
ABC’s digital audit unit, ABC Interactive.

CONSOLIDATED MEDIA REPORT
(consumer magazines, business
publications, beta-testing newspapers)

ABC’s Consolidated
Media Report for
periodicals presents the
following information
compiled into one
aggregated figure
represented as Total
Direct Contacts:

• Circulation (pulled from ABC Publisher’s
Statements) 
• Pass-along receivership (from ABC’s Pass-
along Receivership Study) 
• Web site traffic (from ABC Interactive Web
audits) 
• Other media subject to ABC audit (such as 
e-newsletters and trade show distribution) 

Publishers can choose to include all of the
above information, or select specific items to
best represent their total media footprint.

Earlier this year, ABC also announced it would
begin beta testing a similar report for
newspapers that would incorporate a variety of
print, online and audience data. For example, a
newspaper may include its daily publication, a
free distribution product that features real
estate, or job classifieds, a free newspaper
targeted at commuters, and its Web site
audience. All of the products included on the
report must be owned and operated by an ABC
member and audited by ABC.
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Source 1: Total qualified circulation for the May 25, 2008 issue of
Source 1: Business News Today (subject to audit) 
Source 2: Total projected pass-along recipients – based on the  
Source 1: May 25, 2008 issue. Verified by ABC                         (Date) 
Source 3: Total unique users of http//www.businessnews.com
Source 1: June 30, 2008 ABVS Interactive Audit Report  
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009
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Industry Leaders in Measurement:
IAB’s efforts in Online
Measurement

By Jermaine Griffin

The digital advertising
marketplace has been
one the most dynamic
mediums in recent
years with its

continued growth and development. New
technologies have helped the industry grow,
but have also made it more difficult to
ultimately buy and sell due to confusion in
measurement. Online measurement is divided
into two main categories, currency and reach.
The currency measures are the metrics by
which impressions are bought and sold in the
interactive marketplace with the most common
being Cost per Impression (CPM). Cost per
Click (CPC) is also sometimes used as a way
to purchase digital advertising. Reach
measures are the metrics used to determine
how to measure unique audiences across

different methodologies. The Interactive
Advertising Bureau’s continued efforts in
measurement encompass both of these
categories of metrics. This essay will explain
the IAB’s past efforts in both impression and
audience measurement, as well as future
initiatives on the horizon.

OVERVIEW: IMPRESSION MEASUREMENT
GUIDELINES AND MEASUREMENT
CERTIFICATION

In November 2004, the IAB and its members,
with the support of major global organisations
involved in the advertising and research
disciplines, worked together to issue a global
standard for counting online ad impressions. 

The initiative marked a number of significant
firsts in the advertising industry. It was the first
time that any advertising medium had
developed a measurement standard that
measures the ad itself, as delivered to a
consumer, versus other media that measure the
programming or content. It was also the first
time a medium had launched a global

2. Measurement Agencies
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WHEN IT COMES TO INTEGRATED
STRATEGIES, INTEGRATED DATA IS A MUST!

It has become clear to the marketing community
that integrated strategies create sustainable
differentiation potentials. Therefore, advertisers
demand data from the media industry that show
them the best way in which specific audiences
can be reached, and by which medium. There
also is the need to know about contact touch-
points across different media as well as exclusive
usage of one or the other medium. In many
countries around the world and also in Europe,
online audience research has not been established
as an addition to print (or maybe TV) audience
measurements within existing organisations.
Many of them organised as Joint Industry
Committees, or JIGs, especially in Europe,
where they are more concentrated on internal
political questions then on the new mass medium
arising. Young online executives even from
newspaper companies felt neither comfortable
nor accepted within these organisations and
therefore built up their own traffic audit and
later audience measurement systems.

Nowadays media companies are beginning to
understand that their business model is about
distributing multimedia content to multiple
platforms via multiple channels, rather than only
printing on paper. The newspaper business
model is quickly shifting to a news media model
from a print model because many in the industry
have found out that their core task is to create
the information web around their audience with
many platforms and channels. This fits perfectly
with the needs of the advertising clients who,
as mentioned above, want exactly the same.
Yet to build up sustainable strategies, both
media companies and their advertising clients
have to know much more nowadays about how
and when consumers use which of the media
accessible to them, and in each region.

WHEN IT COMES TO INTEGRATED DATA,
COOPERATION IS A MUST!

Integrated data are needed by both media
companies and advertising clients, both to build
up investment and content strategies for new
media and to build up integrated brand
communications campaigns, respectively. As
mentioned above, in many European countries,
the measurement systems and organisations for
traditional media and online media have
developed in a more parallel way than an
integrated one. In Germany, for example, the

online media organisation AGOF established a
method combining a technical measurement
with telephone and on-site research being able
to deliver socio-demographic audience figures,
the basic tool needed in media agencies for
campaign planning. The model was then adopted
by the Austrian OWA organisation, making it
operational in two European markets. However,
in Austria, the discussion is still ongoing as to
how the figures can be integrated in the
traditional media measurement system of the
Media-Analyse, the Germans are a step ahead
and began to integrate the traditional media and
online figures by the beginning of 2009. Co-
operation of existing systems here is a must.
To get to this co-operation, a lot of questions
have to be answered by traditional media
companies, be they newspapers, TV or radio.

Three core questions in every market are:

1. How do we define reach? In Austria, for
example, daily newspaper reach is measured
on a daily basis, while online reach is defined
as the reach within one month. So, can such
figures be compared, and if not, what happens
to the huge reach of Web sites when they are
broken down to a daily reach basis?
2. Do we want non-media players within an
audience measurement system for media? Can
their figures be compared in any way at all?
3. If we measure combined reach of
newspapers or TV stations with their Web
sites, how far can we go? Do Web sites have to
be under the same brand name to be able to put
into a combined reach, or can we go further
and take into account every Web site that can
be booked by advertising clients for a
combined campaign within a media company?

THE FUTURE IS INTEGRATED!

For media company strategies as well as for
the strategies of our advertising clients, a
multimedia, multi-channel and multi-platform
approach is the key to success in the future.
Integrated data across different channels is a
must for strategy building and execution.

Wolfgang Chmelir is director of advertising
market at the Austrian Newspaper Association in
Vienna and member of the MIN Marketing
Committee of the European Newspaper
Publishers Association in Brussels. From 1996 to
2005 he worked in management positions for the
German Verlagsgruppe Passau media group in
Italy, Austria, Germany and the Slovak Republic
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Internet Application experience might make
subsequent advertising calls after the first page
load without an additional full page load.

3.  Rich Media Ad Measurement Guidelines

The guidelines determine at which point a rich
media ad impression is counted. Rich media
ads are in formats that permit users to interact
with them, as opposed to simply being
animated. Rich media ad formats include
transitional and various over-the-page units
such as floating ads, page take-overs and tear-
backs. The guidelines are primarily applicable
to Internet media companies, ad serving
organisations and rich media vendors.

PROCESS GUIDELINES EXPANSION FOR
ALL MEASUREMENT GUIDELINES

Impression discrepancy research conducted by
the Media Rating Council sought to identify
the specific reasons for discrepancies that exist
between Ad Server and Publisher counts. The
experimental design isolated specific variables
in delivered ads to identify test conditions
most likely to be associated with significant
counting discrepancies. In audited systems, the
research appears to show that very few large
discrepancies are caused by technology. To
better educate the industry as to the proper
processes and controls that should be
associated with audited ad serving technology,
the IAB issued the Process Addendum. This
addendum, to be used in conjunction with any
of the measurement guidelines, outlines the
steps necessary to ensure high quality
campaign setup and data management
procedures.

Publishers or agencies that use an audited ad
serving technology platform are encouraged to
have the processes used in conjunction with
these third party solutions audited.

IAB Measurement Guideline Adoption in the
Interactive Marketplace

The IAB’s core objectives of creating
transparency and accountability hinge on the
level of adoption of these measurement
guidelines. The IAB has built strong
relationships with the American Association of
Advertising Agencies (AAAA) and the
Association of National Advertisers (ANA) in
order to foster communication and co-
operation in the area of measurement.
Collaborating with the AAAA and the ANA as

well as other leading trade organisations has
allowed the IAB to be able to gain penetration
throughout the industry with its efforts in
measurement. The IAB also works very
closely with the Media Rating Council (MRC)
when developing all guidelines for impression
measurement. The MRC is unique in that it
represents all parties in the media industry and
is able to provide an unbiased view on
measurement guidelines. The MRC also
provides the guidance needed to ensure that
these IAB standards and guidelines will be
able to be audited against. The IAB
encourages it member organisations to become
compliant with the IAB guidelines by
submitting their processes and systems to an
audit. In order to truly achieve a level of
accuracy and disclosure that will ease the
buying and selling process in the interactive
marketplace, all parties buying, selling,
serving and counting impression will need to
be audited. Measurement Certification is
accorded when all aspects of each stage have
been audited and are compliant with the most
up-to-date IAB Ad Measurement Guidelines,
supplements and appendices. Some auditing
bodies conduct audits against separate and
distinct standards and guidelines that have
recognised value in the marketplace in
addition to IAB Guidelines. 

AUDITED TECHNOLOGY + AUDITED
PROCESS = HIGH QUALITY AD
IMPRESSION COUNTS

Below is a status report on companies that
have either completed the auditing and
certification process or have committed to a
deadline to do so. Those companies that have
completed the process are now in complete
compliance with the specified measurement
guidelines.

http://www.iab.net/iab_products_and_industry
_services/508676/guidelines/campaign_measu
rement_audit

OVERVIEW: AUDIENCE MEASUREMENT
GUIDELINES AND MEASUREMENT
CERTIFICATION

An appendix to the IAB’s Impression
Measurement Guidelines was released shortly
after the original guidelines in 2004. This
appendix included definitions for visits, unique
users and unique browsers. In 2007, the IAB
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measurement standard that has now been
accepted by key industry stakeholder
organisations in the United States, Europe,
Asia and Latin America. Other media (such as
television, radio and magazines) use different
measuring techniques depending on country
and region. These firsts should be considered
major strategic advantages for the interactive
medium.

This landmark effort was intended to free the
market from any existing confusion about how
ad impressions should be counted and would
provide industry transparency to the systems that
measure ads. This last part is a critical indication
to the maturing of a 10+ year industry. 

With a series of ad format-specific guidelines,
advertisers, agencies and publishers are better
able to gauge the performance of their
campaigns by standardising when and how an
ad impression is counted. These guidelines
satisfy the needs of the global media-buying
community by offering consistent and accurate
data, which in turn will hasten the growth of
Internet advertising spending by simplifying
the buying and selling process for advertisers,
marketers and publishers. 

Among other key points, the guidelines offer a
detailed definition for counting an ad
impression, which is a critical component in
establishing consistent and accurate online
advertising measurements across publishers
and ad serving technologies. Members of the
online advertising community can have their
systems audited against these IAB Guidelines
to ensure that all phases of their counting
process are compliant.

THE IAB IMPRESSION MEASUREMENT
GUIDELINES

In 2005, the IAB's Measurement Task Force
developed two sets of guidelines, one for
global measurement and one for domestic. 
The full guideline reports can be downloaded
at www.iab.net. The basic principle of the
Impression Measurement Guidelines is to
count the impression as late in the delivery
process as possible. Therefore, browser side
counting should be utilised rather than
counting the impressions on the server side.
The IAB’s goal is to continue to build upon
these base guidelines in order to continue to
free the market of confusion in the area of
impression measurement. Over the last three
years the IAB has worked with its various
members to produce updates to the Impression
Measurement Guidelines based on several key
platforms. These updates, in chronological
order of their release, are:

1.  Digital Video Ad Measurement Guidelines

In a continued effort to lend efficiency to the
online ad creation and media buying
communities and to foster an environment of
open dialogue on outstanding issues and
concerns, the IAB’s Digital Video Committee
and Measurement Task Force developed a set
of Digital Video Commercial Measurement
Guidelines. 

These guidelines are intended to further
supplement the Ad Campaign Measurement
and Audit Guidelines released in 2004, which
details the standard for counting an online ad
impression. Specifically, these guidelines
determine at what point a digital video
commercial is counted. A “Digital Video
Commercial” is defined as a commercial that
may appear before, during or after a variety of
content including streaming video, animation,
gaming and music video content in a player
environment. This definition includes Digital
Video Commercials that appear in live,
archived and downloadable streaming content.

2.  Rich Internet Application Ad
Measurement Guidelines

Rich Internet Applications should be
considered any type of Web site, stand alone
application, game, widget, etc., that can
dynamically load content and/or advertising
without reloading the entire application. For
example, Web sites that move to a Rich
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IAB’s expertise with measurement to bring
greater clarity to mobile advertising.

Since the release of the IAB Impression
Guidelines in 2004, the IAB has emerged as a
leader and a champion in online measurement.
As this dynamic and ever-changing industry
continues to evolve, the IAB will continue to
lead efforts in measurement for its members as
new digital services are created and new
metrics are needed. The IAB’s efforts have
always been driven by the determination to
grow the interactive marketplace as a whole
and online measurement has been and will
continue to be a significant component of that
mission.  

ABOUT THE IAB

The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) is
comprised of more than 375 leading media and
technology companies who are responsible for
selling 86 percent of online advertising in the
United States. On behalf of its members, the
IAB is dedicated to the growth of the
interactive advertising marketplace, of
interactive’s share of total marketing spend,
and of its members’ share of total marketing
spend. The IAB educates marketers, agencies,

media companies and the wider business
community about the value of interactive
advertising. Working with its member
companies, the IAB evaluates and
recommends standards and practices and fields
critical research on interactive advertising.
Founded in 1996, the IAB is headquartered in
New York City with a Public Policy office in
Washington, D.C. For more information,
please visit www.iab.net. 

The IAB has six core objectives:

• Fend off adverse legislation and regulation

• Coalesce around market-making
measurement guidelines and creative standards

• Create common ground with customers to
reduce costly friction in the supply chain

• Share best practices that foster industry-wide
growth

• Generate industry-wide research and thought
leadership that solidifies interactive as a
mainstream medium 

• Create countervailing force to balance power
of other media, marketing, and agency trade
groups.1

The IAB has three strategic platforms:
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began its broad-based push for greater audience
measurement accountability as well as more
rigorous definitions. This effort started with the
IAB’s Audience Measurement Summit which
quickly resulted in the formation of a working
group to establish guidelines for audience
reach measurement methodologies. The
audience measurement working group
consisted of 42 member companies which
included publishers, vendors and auditors. The
group met regularly between May of 2007 and
November of 2008 to define the scope and
content of the guidelines that were released in
December of 2008 for public comment. 

The IAB Audience Reach Measurement
Guidelines were developed with three guiding
principles of media reporting and
measurement in line, transparency, reliability
and consistency.  The methodologies used
would need to be clearly disclosed, yield
similar results when test are repeated, and
adhere to the industry standard terminology.
These guidelines were developed by first
identifying the key problems with audience
measurement throughout the industry, then
clearly defining and outlining solutions to
these problems within the guidelines. Issues
such as unclear definitions for terms, naming
inconsistencies for metrics and confusion on
how time spent is calculated have been
addressed in these standards.  

There are several key terms defined in the IAB
Audience Reach Measurement Guidelines:

• Unique User/Visitor – An identified and
unduplicated individual Internet user who
accesses Internet content or advertising during
a measurement period.

• Unique Device – An unduplicated computing
device that is used to access Internet content or
advertising during a measurement period. A
count of unduplicated devices necessarily
accounts for multiple browser usage on an
individual computer or other computing
device.

• Unique Browser – An identified and
unduplicated cookied browser that accesses
Internet content or advertising during a
measurement period.

• Unique Cookie - A count of unique
identifiers…that represents unduplicated
instances of Internet activity (generally visits)
to Internet content or advertising during a
measurement period.

• Time Spent – The amount of elapsed time
from the initiation of a visit to the last
audience activity associated with that visit.
Time spent … should represent the activity of
a single cookied browser or user for a single
access session to the Web site or property. 

• Visit/Session – A single continuous set of
activity attributable to a cookied browser or
user (if registration-based or a panel
participant) resulting in one or more pulled
text and/or graphics downloads from a site.

Transparency into these methodologies and
clear definitions of commonly used terms are
critical to the ongoing growth of interactive
media as marketers continue to allocate a
larger portion of their budget to the platform.
The goal of the IAB is to establish a
framework for all measurement providers to
have their methodologies audited, providing
greater certainty for the industry.  These
standards will foster greater accuracy and
reliability of all forms of online audience
measurement, whether based on server data,
online panels or user registration. Members of
the industry (advertising agencies, advertisers,
online publishers and technology vendors) are
encouraged to read the proposed guidelines
and submit comments on the IAB site at
www.iab.net/audiencemeasurement. After the
comment period closes on January 20, 2009,
the feedback will be reviewed and the
guidelines will be finalised and released.

IAB ONGOING MEASUREMENT
INITIATIVES

Although new technologies will always create
a need for additional measurement guidelines,
the IAB’s overall plan continues in motion
with these next set of guidelines:

Click Measurement Guidelines: The IAB is
currently working on finalising a draft of the
click measurement standards, which should be
released for public comment in early 2009.

In-Game Ad Measurement Guidelines: The
IAB is currently working with leading gaming
companies to develop standards for the
measurement of advertisements delivered
inside core games. These guidelines will be
released for public comment in 2009.  

Mobile Ad Measurement Guidelines: The
drafting of the Mobile standards are in the
beginning stages. The plan is to leverage the
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Circulations, under Mr. Bennett’s leadership at
the time, developed Reader Profile in concert
with DJG Marketing. That too sought to move
the metric to audience from just distribution
alone. These all merit further review and
updating for today’s multi-platform
environment.

BEST PRACTICES IN AUDIENCE
ESTIMATING

We have learned through the years that a single
source method for gaining all media behavior
as well as product purchase behavior is neither
affordable nor technically feasible. As such,
sensible audience estimating needs to be done.

Again, turning to the consumer magazine
model, the Advertising Research Foundation
working along with media research leaders,
established standards for developing audience
prototypes for publications that were not
measured in third party syndicated research.
While a measured number is always preferred,
a high quality, well thought out and well
grounded prototype provides a currency that
allows newer or smaller publications to
effectively compete for advertising revenue
with larger, more established titles.

Can the same type of methodology be created
for digital platforms of classic print properties
and for purely digital plays as well? As with
magazines, a good prototype starts with having
audited distribution data from a company like
ImServices, but it also includes a high quality
reader/user study conducted by a third party
research provider.

We welcome greater industry dialogue on this
opportunity.

INDUSTRY DIALOGUE

Our companies are committed to best
practices. We have found time and again that
the best solutions emerge when all involved
constituencies participate in this dialogue.

Tremendous reservoirs of knowledge already
exist through organisations like the Worldwide
Readership Symposium, ESOMAR, NAA,
AdMap and Advertising Research Foundation.
The leading global research companies from
Ipsos to Kantar to GfK/MRI to TNS and
Scarborough all have made significant
investments in cross-platform research. We

encourage the World Association of
Newspapers to establish relationships with
these companies and content share with your
member companies.

Additionally, we have had great success in the
United States involving our agency research
partners as part of the process. And then, our
smartest organisations spend time educating
young agency people on the body of
knowledge the industry has achieved.

The smarter our people are, the smarter
decisions we will make that benefit all of our
communities.

Dick Bennett has spent more than 30 years
developing and implementing smart assurance
and auditing products for the media, across
channels. In his time with the Audit Bureau of
Circulations, he ran the auditing, new product
and Interactive operations. Believing that
digital media development moved too fast for
an association-based entity, he launched
ImServices in 2002 and rapidly became a
leading player in this space with clients like
Yahoo!, AOL and Microsoft, among others.

Steve Douglas is a lifelong global media
research authority having worked agency-side,
supplier-side, publisher-side and for the last
20 years, as a third-party advisor. He has
worked at J. Walter Thompson, TGI, and
Newsweek in senior research positions. Author
of many landmark papers on research
effectiveness, he has been EVP/Research at
DJG Marketing since 1993.

For further information contact them at:
richard.bennett@imservicesgroup.com
steved@djgmarketing.com
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Renew our Global Focus on
Audience Not Just on Distribution
Metrics

By Dick Bennett, President and CEO,
ImServices Group LLC, Elgin, IL

Steve Douglas – EVP/Research, DJG
Marketing LLC, New York, NY

INTRODUCTION

We applaud the World Association of
Newspapers initiative to improve industry
practices on cross-platform measurement of
the audiences achieved by newspaper brands
across multiple channels. It is a bold initiative
and a deserving one that will require great
cooperation and sharing of best practices
approaches.

Our brief essay will cover just a few of our
insights on critical issues; sharing our
knowledge gleaned through decades of
assurance auditing and media research
strategies across multiple media platforms
including the rapidly changing digital
environment. Our three main themes today are:

• Focus on audience, not distribution metrics

• Examine adoption of industry standards for
audience estimating based on a best practices
approach

• Seek to create an intermedia dialogue that
builds consensus and fosters education and
collaboration among all involved stakeholders

We will be discussing some trends and lessons
learned in the consumer magazine medium and
what the potential implications are for
newspaper brands globally.

AUDIENCE FOCUS

Trade media are obsessed with reporting of
newspaper circulation declines in the United
States and heralding it as the death of the
medium. Rather, newspaper brands are
diversifying their portfolios (perhaps a tad too
late) and distributing relevant content across
multiple channels.

As newspaper brands evolve their model,
media research needs to keep up with this
evolution and update our currency models. 

In particular, for our core print product metric
needs to immediately shift to audience from
distribution to understand the value being
provided to advertiser partners.

For a precedent, we need to examine consumer
magazines, where rate bases have been
continually reduced over the last decade or
more. Quite interestingly, there has NOT been
a corresponding decline in magazine
audiences.  Rather, consumers have shifted
where they read magazines. In 1995, 55
percent of all magazine reading occurred in
reader’s homes and 45 percent was out of
home. Today, the percentages have reversed.
Since 2001, more magazines are read out-of-
home than in-home.

Fueling this audience shift and maintenance of
overall readership levels has been the growth
in readership in public places like doctors'
waiting rooms, business reception rooms and
beauty, barber and nail salons. During the
same time period as referenced above, the
percent of all magazine readership that was
done in the United States in public places grew
from 15 percent to now 26 percent of all
magazine reading being done in waiting
rooms. The development of superior targeting
tools and an increase in distribution levels has
helped spear this growth.

The question today is: has the same shift in
readership patterns occurred for newspapers?
Are they getting appropriate credit for all the
impressions they are delivering? To simply
account on audited distribution data runs the
risk of under reporting the actual consumer
delivery achieved. Our industry needs to
convene a global best practices approach to
best define the real exposure achieved.

To learn more about out of home readership
and its possible benefit to newspapers, we
recommend reviewing the following link:

http://www.wrss.com/publicplace/ValueofPPM
R.pdf

This article highlights the 1997 Worldwide
Readership Symposium article “Public Place
Data and What to Do with It” by Steve
Douglas and Rick Jones as well as a landmark
1974 paper on Readership by Timothy Joyce,
founder of both TGI and MRI.

In the U.S., Scarborough and MRI are both
working hard to improve multi-print platform
measurement metrics. The Audit Bureau of
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always coincide, Ipsos is often the welcome
provider of successful solutions to which all
sides of the industry can subscribe.  

TODAY’S CHALLENGES

The digital revolution has changed the media
environment. Reading can occur on many
platforms – traditional print on the one hand
and digital platforms on the other, including
online, mobile, social networks, digital readers
and digital TV. Traditional print is by no
means going to be replaced by the growth in
digital, but its function vis a vis the new media
needs rethinking. Because of the different
platforms on offer and the different ways they
are consumed, reading and readership are in
need of redefinition. Reading text online is not
the same as reading newspapers in print,
though the content provider (or publisher)
might be the same. The consumer’s
expectations and modes of consumption are
not. They need to be understood.    

As new forms of reading have emerged, so
have new opportunities. The digital revolution
is not a threat to publishers who want to take
advantage. However, multi-platform publishers
are looking for guidance. The new
complexities require understanding.
Investment decisions need backing. We all
understand that the print medium needs to be
profitable across all platforms. Business
models are in need of rethinking.

THE IPSOS APPROACH

Ipsos believes that research is vital to
understand this new environment. Any
individual research design it proposes in
answer to particular questions – be they about
size and quality of audiences or about ways of
reading, attitudes and behaviour – is informed
by experience, knowledge and insight.

As may be seen from the brief historical
overview given above, the extensive media
research experiences of Ipsos companies
originate in large part from their involvement
with joint industry committees. Working in
partnership with their clients within joint
industry committee structures, Ipsos
companies bring their knowledge and expertise
to each given project in hand. Day to day
contact with publishers and agencies, and
frequent meetings and discussions with
committees and committee members, help

Ipsos staff in turn to understand client
concerns and needs, to the benefit of all.

Most national readership surveys around the
world are conducted using face-to-face
interviewing. Face-to-face interviewing is
Ipsos’ main method too, but technology has
been brought to it relatively early. Ipsos was
the first research company using CAPI
(Computer Assisted Personal Interviews) for
readership audience studies, starting both in
the United Kingdom and France in the early
1990s, and the first to introduce DS-CAPI
(Double Screen-CAPI), which allows
respondents to look at mastheads of
newspapers and magazines on one screen
while the interviewer administers the
questionnaire on the other. 

Depending on country, maturity of the
research market, client preferences and
appropriateness to the problems to be solved,
Ipsos’ methods are adaptable. While our
readership studies tend to be based on recall,
neither face-to-face interviewing nor the
specific details of questionnaire design are
universal across the projects we undertake or
the countries in which we operate. In some
cases the telephone method is used, in others
electronic measurement is used.

Even personal passive measurement is being
used. Ipsos has developed its own electronic
device, making use of mobile technology. 

Online interviewing is also frequently used, if
appropriate. It is a fast growing area of activity
within Ipsos’ media businesses. The quality of
online samples is often in question, and rightly
so. At Ipsos we only propose the use of online
samples if we know in which way the potential
differences between online and offline samples
of a particular research project impact the
results, and apply relevant advanced weighting
procedures to harmonise them. For readership
audience research, we do not use online
samples.

Online reading as a subject of research is of
great interest to us. While the national
readership studies we conduct all tend to
collect data about Internet use and penetration,
online readership of individual publications
does not tend to be collected by these surveys,
for various reasons. For the NRS in the United
Kingdom, a special questionnaire has been
developed and tested in the field, without the
results having been made available yet.
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The Ipsos Approach

By Erhard Meier

INTRODUCTION

This document
describes Ipsos’
approach to media
measurement integration
in the press industry. 
It follows an invitation
to do so by the Media

Measurement Integration Task Force of the
World Association of Newspapers. It connects
with the Task Force’s mission “to explore,
communicate and promote the opportunities to
measure and report audiences of newspapers’
brands across multiple platforms to industry
stakeholders.”

IPSOS AND MEDIA RESEARCH: A BRIEF
HISTORY

Ipsos, founded in 1975 and headquartered in
Paris, is one of the top global research
companies. It is the only independent, publicly
listed research company that is controlled and
managed by research professionals.  

Media is one of its five core specialisations –
the others being advertising, marketing,
opinion and customer satisfaction research.
While MediaCT (Media Content and
Technology) has recently been created as the
global media business arm of Ipsos, reflecting
the changing nature of the media environment
and its needs, the company’s media research
experience and its traditions go back a very
long time. This is because some of the original
European companies which today belong to
Ipsos were all involved in media research,
particularly readership research, long before
they became part of Ipsos.  

For example, in the United Kingdom, the
original company was known as RSL (or
Research Services Ltd.).  Founded in 1946, it
has been involved in providing readership
currency data as a contractor to the joint
industry committee of the NRS (National
Readership Surveys) since its earliest days and
it has held the current contract without
interruption for more than 30 years. In
addition, both as RSL and subsequently as
Ipsos UK, the company has been and still is

involved in the nation’s industry contracts of
other main media. For example, it holds the
joint industry RAJAR contract (radio) and the
contract for the BARB Establishment Survey
(television). Internationally, it started
conducting syndicated elite readership surveys
across Europe and Asia in the 1970s and
recently expanded them to cover the United
States.   

Similarly, the individual German, Italian and
Spanish Ipsos companies were all involved in
their respective countries’ joint industry
readership contracts before they became part
of Ipsos, and they are involved still. The same
is true of Ipsos France, the parent company,
which was involved in providing readership
currencies for both magazines and newspapers
and conducted readership surveys amongst
French decision makers long before the
company expanded through its acquisitions
worldwide.  

These traditions continue. Within global Ipsos
MediaCT, the expertise gained by long
experience in certain countries is brought to
those with less historical involvement in media
research. To illustrate this point of mutual
sharing of expertise and knowledge, today we
count 23 Ipsos companies worldwide with
involvement in their nations’ national
readership surveys, as either contractors to
joint industry committees or proprietors of
syndicated studies, ranging geographically
from Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica,
Guatemala and Mexico over to France,
Germany, Hungary, Italy, Spain and the the
United Kingdom, and from there to Bahrain,
Egypt, Kuwait, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria and the United Arab
Emirates.

Apart from conducting audience research
studies and being involved in running industry
contracts, Ipsos companies also use their skills
in designing and executing numerous private
research projects on behalf of individual media
owners, advertising agencies and advertisers –
involving audience and profile research, as
well as editorial, brand positioning, qualitative
and engagement studies and such like.

Thus, by virtue of Ipsos having a long history
of media research expertise and being involved
with both joint industry contracts and private
research projects, the company has unrivalled
awareness of media owners’ as well as media
planners’ needs and concerns. As these do not
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Challenges for Newspaper Sales
and Ad Placement in a Multi-
Media Competitive World

By Dr. Mary Alice Shaver, Hamrin
Professor of Media Economics

MEDIA MANAGEMENT AND
TRANSFORMATION CENTRE, JÖNKÖPING
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

A major factor in ad sales for all media is the
compelling need for accountability. There is a
concomitant need for engagement and
creditability with varying publics which
include research firms, media firms,
advertising buyers and advertising clients. I’ll
say up front first that, while I have not had the
benefit of access to such large samples as
commercial research firms looking at audience
research, I have noted some common problems
facing the constituencies in research firms,
large advertising buyers and advertising
agencies. The complexity of the Web for
media buys and audiences only exacerbates the
problems.

One difficulty is the plethora of data and data
gathering systems, all of which are
technologically advanced and all of which
promise to deliver the data needed to reach the
intended audience with a high degree of
certainty. With such enormous capability for
data gathering, the problem becomes not one
of having available data, but rather of
interpreting and selling it to the intended
buyer. The difficulty is that clients may not
believe the systems are valid or useful and they
balk at paying the extra price involved in the
gathering and delivery of data that could help
them reach their accountability goals. This
view is understandable if one sits back and
observes.

If we can pull back and look squarely at the
newspaper product we hope to deliver, we
need to look at the changes in audience that
the prospective buyer views as comparative
offers every day. It is both simple and obvious.
While newspapers were the first and, for a
long time, only option advertisers had, first
radio, then television, then direct marketing
(always a contender but not considered as

3. Academia and Advertising 
Companies

However, privately commissioned projects and
our syndicated national and international
readership studies give us ample opportunities
for gaining insight into the subject, for us and
our clients. One particular example is given
below, taken from our BE: Europe 2008 survey.   

In conclusion, the Ipsos approach is focused
on high quality of advice and execution. It is
based on knowledge and experience. The
methods we use in partnership with our clients
are appropriate to the problems to be solved.
Ipsos puts equal stress on investing in
technology and development of new methods
and devices as in people, above all in
interviewers, their training, motivation and
enumeration. The recent establishment of
Ipsos MediaCT occurred in recognition of the
changing nature of the media environment, in
which content and technology have become
important major factors. They are crucial
elements in working towards the new business
models of multi-platform media brands.    

EXAMPLE: MULTI-PLATFORM
READERSHIP

One question multi-platform publishers ask is:
what is my combined readership in print and
online? It seems simple enough. We need to
measure how many people are reading the
print edition and how many people the online
edition, and not counting anyone twice if they
read both. 

For the print edition we have the concept of
average-issue-readership, based on recall, and
in most surveys around the world makes use of
the model of Recent Reading. For online two
ways of measuring readership are in use: on-
site measurement, which reports the number of
impressions and, as with traditional print
readership, recall. The problem is one of
comparability. That a measure of impressions
cannot equate with average-issue-readership as
established through Recent Reading, is easily
seen. Whether and how recall of online reading
can equate with recall of print is subject to
debate.  

Ipsos MediaCT recently published the latest
edition of its business elite survey BE: Europe
2008, a readership study amongst a
representative sample of top executives and
decision makers across Europe. It is a recall
study using a self-completion questionnaire.
The respondent is given the choice of

completing it as a postal survey or online. The
sample size is 7,166 respondents representing
460,000 top executives in Europe.   

For the selected group of international
publications shown below, the survey reports
the penetration figures for print only and
print/online combined, as shown in this table:

The results shown demonstrate two points: one
is that the combined print/online net readership
of international publications amongst top
executives can be considerably higher than for
their printed editions alone. It also shows that
the degrees of increase are not uniform,
reflecting real differences from title to title.

However, users need to be aware of the
differences in measuring methodology. Yes,
the basic measures for both platforms are
recall, and the measures are taken of the same
sample of respondents at the same interview.
But no, the exact definitions of what counts
towards readership are not the same – for the
table above monthly reach is defined for online
reading, while for the print editions it is daily,
weekly or fortnightly reach, as appropriate by
title according to publishing interval. Other
solutions are also possible, for example weekly
reach for online reading. 

By publishing these results, and pointing to the
methodological differences, Ipsos hopes to
make a meaningful contribution to debate and
learning about the various media platforms.
Many questions remain to be answered.
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Base for percentages: 7,166 respondents, weighted
Source:  BE: Europe 2008
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Dailies

Financial Times

Wall Street Journal Europe

Int. Herald Tribune

Weeklies/Fortnightlies

Economist

Time

BusinessWeek

Newsweek

Fortune

Forbes

Print
edition

14.3%

  2.4%

  1.8%

12.3%

  6.7%

  4.3%

  4.2%

  3.4%

  2.7%

Print/online
combined

19.3%

  4.3%

  2.6%

13.9%

  8.0%

  6.2%

  6.7%

  5.1%

  3.9%

Readership Print
and Print/Online of Selected

International Publications



strongly until audience data collection
reached a level of interest) also became
options. The dual challenges of data-based
audience substantiation and the rise of the
niche marketplace was ignored by
newspapers far longer than by its rivals in
print – magazines and direct mail. Even with
eroding circulation and penetration figures,
newspapers did not meet the new challenges
head on until the need became absolutely
crucial.

Let us look at four challenges to be faced and
the four audiences with whom they must be
resolved. These are critical if the newspaper
audience is to be viewed as a viable and sales
oriented product. The four challenges facing
newspaper sales may be summed up in these
points: credibility, accountability,
engagement and interpretation.

The first, credibility, depends upon our
ability to present the data as rigourous and
targeted. The second recognises that the
audience promised must be the audience
delivered and that measures are in place to
ensure this. The third and fourth points are
more problematic because the first assumes
an active and measurable audience and the
second assumes that the seller is in a position
to correctly interpret the results and present
them in an objective presentation.
Interpretation goes to the centre of the
frequently articulated complaint about media
buyers being the youth of the agency world.
This is true in many cases, so it becomes the
job of the media researcher to validate the
findings presented and to stand behind the
assurance of accountability. Once this is
breached, it is impossible to recover.

Accountability is obviously a component of
credibility. For newspapers, this is a
particular challenge given that headlines and
industry news chronicle nearly daily the
demise and failure of newspaper products.
And it is true – newspapers have lost
incredible percentages in both circulation
and penetration in the past 20 years. Of
course this is not true for all areas of the
world – readership and subscriptions area
steady in the Nordic counties as compared to
the United States. But newspaper failures
have been a fallout of joint operative
agreements in the United States and a strong
factor in government subsidy programmes in
many other countries. Where this decline is

present, newspapers must be particularly
proactive in partnerships such as WEB or
other in order to strengthen the offer.

Engagement, the reader or viewer response to
the content, either advertising or editorial, is
more difficult to measure. Some suggest time
spent with the media is one tool. Others rely
on panel or self-reporting groups. Because
engagement is a critical component of
persuasion, the means to measure it must be
aggressively pursued. The strength of this
measure has not been as thoroughly tested as
buyers stress their need for it. Audience value,
behaviour and attributes must be thoroughly
researched. 

The fourth area, interpretation, speaks directly
to the complaint that many media buyers are
inexperienced and do not understand the
strength of the newspaper content and
advertising to persuade readers. Part of this has
been the lament that agencies will not give the
media a fair chance to present their case or
present their issues. This may be the true, as
many agencies put media jobs at the entry
level and in the volume and complexity of the
work, it is easier to take the numbers provided
by media and use the programmes without
much question. However, this only makes a
stronger case for the media research and
audience experts to present integrated
packages to the buyers and use their own
persuasion skills to overcome lethargy and
habit among those who choose the various
components of the media buys for clients. 

To look at the problem directly, newspapers
have a history of being only a local buy and
not of great interest to national advertisers.
Enjoying their local advantage and high profit
margins, newspapers operated for years with
few standards of sizing or prices and only went
to the standard advertising unit when forced to
see that the individual practices of their
members resulted in a decrease of ad linage
and return. In order to get the top markets – or
even go to the second layer of markets - media
planners had to deal with a multitude of size
options, make multiple copies of the ads to
meet newspaper requirements and make many
additional buys at the time when other media
were making it easier to make one buy for top
markets and to group many customised
individual markets together for purchase.
Newspapers were late coming to the table for
this reality. In the newspaper buy market, the
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Web buys and supplemental buys have become
essential. Since the majority of the expected
market did not materialise for newspaper as
the population grew older, the major advantage
is in coupling the Web audience with the
audited newspaper audience to persuade
buyers that the coupled arrangement delivers
the best combined market buy for local
advertisers. National market buys are scarce
here and highly elusive for local market gain.

The other obvious partner for local newspaper
markets is radio, which has long been a local
medium.  Why many radio placements are
made through a national firm, others are
placed locally. Since so much of media
measurement is done in traditional silos, this
may be a partnership that is tough to manage,
but it can be managed to the benefit of both.
Moving out of traditional patterns could be of
benefit to all media companies and also to
audiences, but this area has not been explored
as fully as it can be. Models that show the
additive values of media packages could be
advantageous to all. The media plan process is
a quick one which allows little time for
interpretation. Many planners just plug in the
needs and take the plan that the computer
suggests. We know this. Therefore, it is our job
to make compelling presentations as to the
advantages of newspapers + the Web as a
salient way of putting our client’s products
(tangible or abstract) in front of the right
buying audience.

In talking about the value of audiences, one
must remember that the quality and longevity
of an audience varies with the product being
advertised as well as with the media vehicle
carrying it. It is essential to understand beyond
media other than your own media – newspaper
and Web – is the pairing many papers choose.
But the more we know about the attractiveness
of other media for our potential targeted
consumers, the better newspapers will be able
to compete. The product that will be featured
in an advertisement also changes the frequency
of ad placement and the most effective
medium. Products with a low shelf life or
those that are bought with great frequency
require an entirely different kind of sell than
durable goods, for example.

There are four different audiences that must be
sold on the fact that newspapers coupled with
Web or coupled with both Web and radio can
add a substantial new audience for a product.

The four audiences are the media research
firm that produces the numbers of reading,
viewing and effectiveness; the seemingly
illusive media planner who puts together the
packages (these first two have been discussed
at length); the advertiser himself who must
see the value of having newspaper in the
mix; and, finally, the audience. Audiences
can be valued differently depending on the
product, of course, but the target audience
must be in congruence with the media chosen
for a campaign as well as with the message.

In today’s world, we see that newspapers are
not at the top of very many lists and certainly
not on the national buying level (exceptions
would be USA Today and The New York
Times). But pulling together packages for
different uses would give newspapers a
selling edge. If there is little duplication in
the Web and newspaper audiences, sell it as
reach. Be proactive and innovative in taking
the numbers you have and convincing the
advertiser and the agency that there is a solid
offer there. Since there is so much negative
coverage about the demise of papers, this
needs to be countered with strong and
persuasive pressure. It is up to the newspaper
world to make itself a part of the media mix
and a worthwhile part.

One key problem is that the numbers and
results do not always agree with what one
has thought for years. In that case, examine
the metrics and the research plan carefully.
Right now, for example, one study is telling
radio that morning drive time (always highly
priced and highly desired by clients) does not
deliver the strongest audience. Radio does
not believe this, but needs to know exactly
how and why the measurements were taken.
A huge challenge in understanding your
cross-media measurement mix is that the
metrics used differ among researchers. It is
up to you to find a common measure so that
the differing possibilities are clearly valid,
and it is up to you to insist that you are
working with numbers you can sell.
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RAM in Switzerland: From
traditional readership surveys to
media usage measurement

By Othmar Fischlin, Publicitas 

In Switzerland, like in most advertising
markets, print media are losing market share.
Of course, that is to be regarded as a global
trend and of course, new research methods and
tools will not be able to simply turn the matter
on its head. As a matter of fact, over the last
decade, other media invested more money and
attention into research issues than newspapers.
And almost all media - except print - have
developed standardised systems to measure
usage of editorial and advertising content.
Coincidence? Advertisers and their agencies
tend to trust measured results more than
readership figures based on surveys.

WHAT TO DO?

As the leading media sales company in
Switzerland, Publicitas evaluated different
approaches to measure the use of newspapers
and magazines. Technologies such as RFID
and others are available on the market - but are
still too expensive to become the standardised

solution for the whole print industry. It is a
matter of fact, one day in the future, this holy
grail of the print industry will be found. 

Meanwhile, Publicitas and its publisher-
partners maintain and promote a standardised
system to evaluate the use of newspaper
content based on readership panels.

RAM: RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS OF
MEDIA

RAM is a standardised market research system
used by dozens of publishers worldwide.

To use the RAM system, a publisher must
recruit and maintain a representative panel of
readers or subscribers to his title, the printed
and/ or the online edition. RAM is a Web-
based software tool which links publishers and
readers with the purpose to run online-surveys
whenever needed. 

Of course, the use of panels for market
research is not an innovation nowadays. But
the advantage of a standardised system with
standardised questionnaires opens the door to
the comparison of results and to the setting of
benchmarks.

The impact of an ad or the recall of a print
campaign depends on a wide range of media
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driven factors such as format, placement,
number of insertions etc. On the other hand,
the performance of an ad campaign can also
depend on the advertised product itself, the
artwork and other factors which the publisher
cannot influence.

The measurement of editorial and advertising
content on a continuous basis through RAM
and the analysis of the insights gained thereby
are a solid basis to learn more about how
newspapers can improve their role as platforms
for advertising and to provide ROI scores to
publishers.

Advertiser Agency 

• Coordination of ads to be measured 
• Support to publishers 
• Consolidation of RAM-results for advertisers 

Panel  
Print edition 

Panel  
Online edition  

Publisher Publisher Publisher Publisher 

Panel  
Online edition 

Panel  
Print edition 

Panel  
Online edition 

Panel  
Print edition 

Panel  
Online edition 

Panel  
Print edition 

Source: Publicitas 

• Name of the advertiser: Easy Jet Hamburg

• Publish date: 2006-09-14  

• Print edition / Page: 59  

• Environment: Guide / Calendar 

• Size: Width: 120 mm  Height: 130  mm 

• Total number of answers: 414 Base 

• Read Newspaper: 343

• Noticed ad: 196

• Range: 179,500 Persons
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Source: Publicitas
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